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Lost treasure hunters tv series

Jonathan finds the secret nest of the newborn cubs of the father's lioness. Meanwhile, Leopard Olare shows a rarely seen mating ritual. The search for treasures lost from Jason Elias/Discovery Channel Pirate Gold to Royal Jewels has fuelled many to risk the great wealth and reputation of life and
livelihood in the hope of great wealth and fame. Hollywood has long exploited stories shrouded in mystery about the lost treasure - think titanic's Ocean Heart sapphire and diamond necklace, Indiana Jones' quest to find the Holy Grail, or a group of soldiers searching for Kuwaiti gold in the Three Kinges,
just a few. TV has also hit it with plenty of ratings gold with many popular treasure-seeking shows. (The Latest, Discovery Channel's Devil's Canyon, premieres Tuesday, June 6 at 10:00 pm ET/PT.) Here we present the top five and assess their treasure hunt success. 1. Gold Rush (Discovery Channel) ©
Discovery Communications Discovery Channel's No. 1-rated show follows three different miners and their teams as they try to find gold in Alaska, the Yukon and the rest of the world. For seven seasons, we've been following gambler Todd Hoffman, 22-year-old Parker Schnabel and hotshot Tony Beets
as they can move dirt and dirt for big nuggets. Schnabel has regularly walked away with millions, but last season he hit a big paycheck while simultaneously working on two washing plants on his claim, which produced him the biggest goldfall of his life worth more than $5 million. The series has been
renewed for the eighth season and will return in the fall. Found or lost forever? This is the jackpot! They've found millions of gold. 2. The Curse of Oak Island (History) Rick and Marty Lagina have since they were children shared an insaliable desire (Rick a little more than Marty) to solve the mystery
surrounding Oak Island, a 140-acre island off the coast of Nova Scotia believed to be a resting place for the ancient treasures of the Knights Tempest (some even believe the Ark of the Covenant is located there). Many legends of deadly curses and glorious treasures surround the island now owned by the
brothers. They have spent years (four TV seasons) digging and searching for evidence of treasure. The goal is to solve the mystery. It's not so much a treasure - my brother might disagree a little with it - but there's a wonderful story written, Rick told me. I'd like to put a pen on a piece of paper and tell that
story. We asked our father before he died: Father, if Oak Island has a real treasure, what should we do about it? My father didn't hesitate. He said, Do good with it. I guess it would be the endgame if there was a treasure involved, and I think that's what it's going to be. As of today, History has yet to renew
the series for a fifth season. You can watch previous episodes on On Demand or History.com. Found or lost for a long time? While we love the Lagina brothers, we think they've taken this investigation as far as they can go. 1.3.111 1.3.111 He's not on Oak Island. 3. Treasure Quest: Snake Island
(Discovery Channel) A handful of adrenaline-powered adventure seekers raked in one of the world's deadliest islands (apparently more than 4,000 snakes live in this 110-acre nightmare) in search of the legendary Trinity Treasure — an elusive Inca gold treasure believed to be worth nearly $400 million.



Well, they couldn't find the treasure there, but they found a map (with a hint!) that took them deep into the South American Atlantic Forest in Argentina and season 2, where they found more maps (Jesuit treasure maps), an Inca nose plate and more that led to a cave that led to more drawings leading to a
remarkable discovery. At the end of last season, treasure hunters asked the authorities to extend their location permit for another three months, and they continued to search for very valuable artifacts related to trinity treasure. Found or lost forever? I found very rare items like an Inkaan gold sun mask.
Discovery renewed the series for Season 3 to continue chronicling what the team has revealed. ENTERTAINMENT LOST Treasure HunterS WHAT'S NEXT FOR DR. STEVE AND THE LOST TREASURE HUNTER? Missing treasure hunters Sam Speerstra - Director - As head of the expedition, the
ultimate gold digger Speerstra has devoted most of his life to discovering lost treasures and spent the last 14 years searching for Golcoda's lost diamond mines. Speerstra believes this is the most important mission of his life. Dave McCracken - Underwater Miner - McCracken, former navy seal, is one of
the best underwater miners. Speersta has known McCracken for 30 years and is convinced he could be the key to finding underwater diamonds that have never been accessible before. Rob Towner - Engineer/Mechanic - Towner is a modern-day MacGyver who knows everything you need to know about
mining machines. He has worked in India before, so he knows the country's 21st night and does not know the challenges ahead. Dr. Steve Newbery - Geologist - Newbery has an extraordinary understanding of geology and the latest technology that can help find the source of diamonds. Susanna
Girolamo - The Apprentice - This is Girolamo's first major expedition with Speerstra, but her language skills, experience in Third World medical missions and her logistical skills serve her both as a translator, medic and logistics coordinator. Animal Planet's Lost Treasure Hunters by Larissa Rzemienski //
July 24, 2012 Episode One : Diamond Fever Air time:on Animal Planet Premiere: July 27, 2012 After clues to the land of ancient miners and geological evidence underwater, the team finds its first diamonds. Sam and his elite team travel to India to find Golcoda diamond mine. After following the group is
exploring a potential site around the Krishna River, where they will make a promising discovery of a temple used by ancient miners. Episode Two : The Hunt on Air time:on Animal Planet Premiere date: July 27 at 7:00pm The Hunt is On :- After discovering what they believe is evidence of ancient mining,
the team delves into a real diamond search. With Rob's help, Dave dives into a 30-foot-deep section of the river as Sam, Steve and Susanna break ground on land that Sam believes is filled with precious rocks. Episode Three : The Time of the Curse Air of Golcida:Animal Planet premieres: July 27. At 8
p.m., the Curse of Golcona :- As the expedition is compromised, Sam and Steve join forces to follow up on clues about the translated Sanskrit scroll and find evidence of old mining leading them to the possible source of the Golcona diamond mines! Rob, Dave and Susanna start slowly on the water, and
as they begin the expedition's first dredging operation, disaster strikes and one of india's crew members are almost dead. Episode Four : Air Time of Rebellion:Animal Planet Premiere Date: July 27 9.00m Rebellion :- Sam, Steve and Susanna begin work on a new excavation site that Steve believes is
above the spring, but the fi ght among the tired crew closes them for the day. Underwater mining can be brought to a standsti halt when a local notices a crocodile nearby. Later that night, Dave and Rob will find the team's biggest diamond, but the country team won't be ready when they find three
diamonds in a pile of dirt at a whole new excavation site! Episode Five : Rocks to Riches Air time:on Animal Planet Premiere date: July 27 10.00m Rocks to Riches :- The team learns that a seasonal monsoon is approaching that will close them in less than four days. When they can't find diamonds
contaminated with a promising pile of dirt, their next load proves that they're actually right about the diamond-rich source when they find a jewel-quality stone bag. The final discovery of the 25-carat diamond convinces the team that it's time to call the expedition ahead of the storm and count up their earthly
riches lost treasure hunters: Searching for Golconda Diamond Mines Charisse Van Horn, RR.com Original Tonight's Lost Treasure Hunters premiere featured Sam Speerstra and his team as they traveled along India's Krishna River in search of the missing, Golconda diamond mines. It wasn't long before
expedition leader Sam Speerstra and the group rejoiced to be found in the diamonds. Lost Treasure Hunters stars Sam Speerstra and Dave McCracken will air on Animal Planet Sundays at 11:00 et. The real-life Indiana Jones Team travels to India in search of diamonds from the Guys of Nautin Lost
Treasure Hunters and the search for diamond mines in india's ruined city of Golcona. The exhibition featured an expedition team led by Sam Speerstra, who have been searching for diamond mines for the last Years. It was easy to see that Mines are his lifelong mission and success was found in this
premiere episode. Speerstra is considered the ultimate gold digger and is responsible for hunting. As any woman enjoys diamonds, according to ancient legend, the Golcoda diamond mines offered some of the most beautiful and valuable diamonds in the world. It has even been said that the legendary
Hope diamond came from the elusive Golcconda diamond mine. Lost Treasure Hunters team members Sam Speerstra will lead the team, but the expedition would fail without the expertise of the crew. Dave McCracken plays an important role in the team, as he's an underwater miner. Speerstra and
McCracken have been friends for three decades and Dave dived into the waters of the Krishna River to help find clues as to where the source of the diamond mine might be. The team wouldn't be perfect without Rob Towner. We saw Rob and Dave in one episode and Rob knows India, which makes him a
vital part of the group. He is also an engineer and provided valuable information about the trip. Rob Towner has the necessary skills to ensure that the equipment works and works throughout the expedition. Although the team constantly found valuable diamonds, their main goal was to find the source of
the diamond mines. Dr Steve Newbery is another important and very valuable member of the team because he is a geologist and together with Rob he has invaluable skills that the team depends on to find diamond mines. The only member of the women's team is Susanna Girolamo and is called an
apprentice. This was Susanna's first expedition with the team and she brings several sides to the groups as she speaks multiple languages and acts as a translator. Susanna has also served in several medical positions in third world countries. Bringing the myth to reality The show was very exciting, as the
legends of the Golcona diamond mines have lasted for hundreds of years; However, no one knows where the mines are. As locals and team members continued to search for diamonds, it was clear that the legends were true and that with their skills, technique and ingeniity, they would soon reveal the
location of the mines. The exhibition also presented the importance of team collaboration to achieve one goal. When the team discovered an ancient temple believed to have been used by miners, it was clear that they were on the right track. Race Against Time: Looking for diamonds In addition to the
exciting nature of the show, several elements also made the show fun to watch. The team has to overcome the monsoon rains that quickly halt their search, so they work fast. It was also fascinating to watch how the team relied on maps used by ancient miners to find clues to the mines. Combining ancient
mining tools with new, modern equipment added a unique element to the exhibition. It has an Indiana Jones vibe and could easily have been Harrison. leading an expedition to lost mines. Lost Hunters is quality, reality television. These treasure hunters are not actors, and a Google search of team
members brings out the extensive history and credentials that confirm the crew and the exhibition. Show.
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